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A. Pick out and write the pronoun from each sentence. Then write 

the noun that each pronoun refers to.

1. Anupama and Aruna like to bake cookies. They are going to 

bake some this afernoon.

2. Mrs Shepherd gave Hazel a hug because she loved Hazel.

3. Where is the football? We must look for it!

4. Next Summer, Rahul is going on a trip to Shimla. He has 

already bought the train tckets.

5. The owner had a dog whom she treated well.

B. Rewrite each sentence by replacing appropriate nouns with 

pronouns.

1. The owner gave the dog a sof bed and fed the dog well.

2. The donkey tried to make the owner treat the donkey well.

3. The donkey learnt that the donkey should not try to be 

somebody else.

4. Can you write two fables and illustrate the fables?

5. Afer the girl had read the book, the girl returned the book to 

the library.

C. Choose the appropriate word from the brackets given afer each

sentences and fll in the blanks.

1. This book was given to _____ (we/us) by ____ (them /they ).

2. _____(He/Him) will be leaving for New York today.



3. The teacher wanted a pencil, will you please give this to 

______(she /her )?

4. _______ (we/us) will go to the zoo today, will you come with 

_____(we/us)?

5. ______ (They /Them ) are bullies. Let _____( we/us) not talk 

_____ (them /they ).

D. Choose the correct pronoun from the optons given in the 

brackets at the end of each sentence and fll in the blanks.

1. This shoe belongs to ____ (I, me )._______(It, This ) is _____ 

(me, mine ). That one is ______ (you /yours ).

2. The President _______(he/himself ) will give the awards to all 

of ____(us/we).

3. Will your parents come with Sheena and ______(I, me ) to the 

party?

4. My parents have gone on a holiday,_____(She, They ) have 

gone to the seaside and are really enjoying _____(them, 

themselves ).

5. Sheena and _______ (me, I) will atend the wedding along with 

_____(You, yourself ).

E. Write 10 sentences about the objects that you see around your 

house and underline the pronouns that you used in your 

sentences. 


